READ ALBERTA BOOKS
biography / memoir
1

The Bosun Chair

4

Jennifer Bowering Delisle

One Last Cast is a collection of soul-touching and
evocative stories that speak to outdoor aficionados
who enjoy and take comfort in being involved in
nature, whether in an urban park or deep in the
wilderness or even from the comfort of an armchair.
rocky mountain books
5

C.D. Evans

3

Arthur Bear Chief

6

Where It Hurts
Sarah de Leeuw

A highly charged collection of personal essays,
haunted by loss, evoking turbulent physical and
emotional Canadian landscapes. The essays are wide
in scope and expose what – and who – goes missing.
newest press

The Book of Sensations

Micheline Maylor’s poems slip effortlessly through
topics ranging from what we give up as we age to
regrets for love that has passed, the interplay between
the animal world and human thought, and the myths
we append to ourselves and others.
u of a press

Listen. If

Throwing the Diamond Hitch is at once a play,
a poetry book, a travel journal, a history, and a
western. Knotting together these forms, Ursuliak
tells a timeless story of young women who refuse
to be tied down by convention.
u of c press
6

Douglas Barbour
In his new collection, Douglas Barbour experiments
with what he calls “rhythmically intense open form.”
Barbour’s vivid, ekphrastic poems engage an ongoing
conversation among artworks while astutely evoking
places, moments, and feelings.
u of a press

Throwing the Diamond Hitch
Emily Ursuliak

These poems reach their roots down into the depths
of what it means to be, to connect to one another,
and to connect to the earth. This is a book of life and
experience. Put it in your pocket and immerse yourself
in a world of sensations.
u of c press
3

Little Wildheart
Micheline Maylor

5

Sheri-D Wilson

Mike Drew

My Decade at Old Sun, My Lifetime of Hell
“A courageous memoir and a must-read for everyone
brave enough to learn about residential schools. [. . .]
I have no doubt that this book will lead to conversation,
acceptance, and understanding.”
— Richard Van Camp
au press

2

On the Road with Mike Drew

Destined to become a classic photography collection
capturing the natural beauty of Alberta’s foothills
and grasslands, On the Road with Mike Drew brings
together – for the first time – some of Drew’s best
work from the past twenty years.
rocky mountain books

4

Lisa Martin’s new poetry collection seeks the kind
of lyric truth that lives in paradox, in the dwelling
together of seeming opposites such as life and death,
love and loss, faith and doubt, joy and sorrow.
u of a press

Collected Photographs and Stories from Central
and Southern Alberta

Topics covered by Evans include: ascendency of
women in the profession, effects on the courts of
the Canadian Charter of Rights, Crown disclosures,
Judicial appointments, Law Society governance, and
the impacts of cell phone and computer technology.
durvile publications / uproute books and media

Believing is not the same as Being Saved
Lisa Martin

Bruce Masterman

Less Painful Duties
Reflections on the Revolution in the Legal Profession

1

Reflections of an Outdoor Life

Part family memoir, part poetry, part love letter to
Newfoundland and its people, The Bosun Chair is
a lyrical exploration of how we are fortified by the
places of our foremothers and forefathers and by
how they endured.
newest press
2

One Last Cast

poetry

What the Soul Doesn’t Want
Lorna Crozier

In her newest collection of poems, What the Soul
Doesn’t Want, Lorna Crozier describes the passage
of time in the way that only she can. Her arresting,
edgy poems about aging and grief and eggplants
are surprising and invigorating: a defiant balm.
freehand books

Alberta’s book publishers share Alberta’s stories with
the world, we help Albertans learn from each other,
and we strengthen Alberta’s community and economy.
book publishers association of alberta

@ AB bookpub

non fiction
1

More Tough Crimes

history

social sciences/environment

True Cases by Canadian Judges and Criminal Lawyers

4

1

Donald Bayne et al.
Foreword by Hon. Patrick LeSage
Edited by William Trudell and Lorene Shyba
Following the exceptional success of Tough Crimes
and Shrunk: Crime and Disorders of the Mind.
What makes this series so unique and successful is
the window provided into the world of criminal justice.
durvile publications/uproute books and media
2

Only Leave a Trace

Alberta’s Lower Athabasca Basin

Readings that Locate and Dislocate Western Canada’s Past

Archaeology and Palaeoenvironments

George Colpitts & Heather Devine

Edited by Brian M. Ronaghan

Robert William Sandford

Too often, Western Canadian history is understood as
fixed, precisely mapped and authoritatively documented.
This anthology prompts readers to think differently
about ideas, people, and communities.
u of c press

Exploration in the oil sands region provided a rich
environmental and archaeological record that offered
new insights into human and natural history, but
it also brought attention to the many challenges of
managing irreplaceable heritage resources.
au press

Written by one of the most respected experts in water
and water-associated climate science, this beautiful
book chronicles the history of Canada’s western
mountain glaciers through stunning photography,
personal reflection, and scientific research.
rocky mountain books

Understanding Atrocities
Remembering, Representing and Teaching Genocide

2

Interrogating Motherhood

5

Scott W. Murray

Lynda R. Ross

Roger Epp

Understanding Atrocities is a collection of essays
bridging scholarly and local communities, in an effort
to understand and respond to the global, transhistorical
problem of genocide.
u of c press

An exploration of mothering in Western society that
encourages us to identify and critique the historical,
social, and political contexts in which mothers are
understood and recognize the complex realities that
define contemporary women’s lives.
au press

The Primary Care Toolkit for Anxiety
and Related Disorders

art & culture
6

A fresh perspective on contemporary cowboy culture
and the modern ranching lifestyle throughout central
and southern Alberta by one of photojournalism’s
more evocative shooters.
rocky mountain books

Dr. Bianca Lauria-Horner
Primary care physicians know that whatever other
health problems they face during a shift, they will
encounter anxiety. Dr. Lauria-Horner has created
this essential toolkit of diagnostic and treatment
strategies for every health professional.
brush education

Along the Western Front
Leah Hennel

Quick, Practical Solutions for Assessment and
Management

7

Our Vanishing Glaciers
The Snows of Yesteryear and the Future Climate
of the Mountain West

Meditations
Roger Epp’s poetic meditations on the minor
miracles, the difficulties, and the loneliness of
leading a small university campus through a time
of significant change are depicted in a series of
elegant yet understated prose pieces.
u of a press
3

5

Finding Directions West

4

Writing Alberta

3

Geo Takach
Tar Wars offers a critical, inside look at how leading
image-makers negotiate the escalating tensions
between the need for continuous economic growth
mandated by a globalized economic system and its
unsustainable environmental costs.
u of a press
6

Changing the Nature of Alberta

Kevin Van Tighem

Vascular Plants of Alberta, Part I
Ferns, Fern Allies, Gymnosperms, and Monocots

A collection of essays and articles that reflect
upon the ecology, conservation history, missed
opportunities and emerging possibilities of a place
that could have been about so much more than oil.
rocky mountain books

George Melnyk & Donna Coates
The essays in this volume provide contemporary
perspectives on major figures in poetry and fiction,
such as Robert Kroetsch, Sheila Watson, Alice Major,
and Fred Stenson.
u of c press

Oil, Environment and Alberta’s Image

Our Place

Building on a Literary Identity

Tar Wars

John Packer & A. Joyce Gould
Vascular Plants of Alberta is a user-friendly, portable
key to the ferns, fern allies, gymnosperms, and
monocots of Alberta. This key will delight all those
interested in botany, with its intuitive and exhaustive
presentation of the plants.
u of c press

See the fiction titles on page 59
Alberta’s book publishers share Alberta’s stories with
the world, we help Albertans learn from each other,
and we strengthen Alberta’s community and economy.
book publishers association of alberta

@ AB bookpub

fiction
1

Disappearing Moon Cafe

(Landmark Edition)

Sky Lee

magic realism
5

This trilogy chronicling the lives of those with deep
roots in the orchard lands of British Columbia comes
full circle with this volume, collecting revised editions
of The Wheel Keeper and House of Spells with Sanctuary.
newest press
3

As the Engine breathes life into Nuala, her gaze falls
on Teacher-Servant, the chosen one. He alone will be
able to hear her thoughts and interpret her emotions.
Beach’s fearless imagination has created a remote,
strange yet credible time and space.
u of a press

The Orchard Keepers
Robert Pepper-Smith

ya
6

In this, the first of UpRoute imprint’s YA titles,
a young enviro science grad spins a tale of adventure
with a dangerous political dictator, her right-wing and
left-wing boyfriends, and a world tussling between
fossil fuels and alternative energy.
durvile publications/uproute books and media

Virginia Pésémapéo Bordeleau
Translated by Susan Ouriou & Christelle Morelli

4

59 Glass Bridges
Steven Peters

An unnamed narrator travels through a maze
that is at once mutable and immutable: walls fall
to vine-filled forests, hallways to rivers, bridges to
lamp-lit boats. What remains is the desire to escape.
newest press

Fueling Flames
Mave X. Wong

Winter Child

Originally published in French and told through
alternating and overlapping memories, Winter Child
is a powerful meditation on grief and life: a visceral,
luminous novel about a Métis woman tracing the life
and death of her son.
freehand books

illustrated
7

When Big Bears Invade

Alexander Finbow & Nyco Rudolph
When Big Bears Invade is an illustrated rhyming
children’s book for adults that contains beautiful
Godzilla and King Kong inspired paintings
of Giant Bears attacking Canadian cities and
landmarks. Finally, Canadian cities get the
monsters they deserve.
renegade

Alberta’s book publishers share Alberta’s stories with
the world, we help Albertans learn from each other,
and we strengthen Alberta’s community and economy.
book publishers association of alberta

A Fable

Kimmy Beach

Sky Lee’s stunning debut novel has become a
Canadian literary classic. Intricate and lyrical, it is an
unflinchingly honest portrait of a Chinese Canadian
family that pulses with life and moral tensions.
newest press
2

Nuala

@ AB bookpub

